MICHANN STONER
FRONT-END SOFTWARE DEVELOPER
Denver, CO

775-340-8979
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GitHub

stoner.michann@gmail.com

PROFILE
Curious, creative, and empathetic Front-End Software Developer eager for opportunities to grow, contribute,
and problem solve. With ten years of experience in customer service, skilled in clear communication, passion
for turning feedback into results, and a goal of building impactful & accessible applications and making a
difference in people's lives.

SKILLS
Development: JavaScript | HTML | CSS | React | RESTful APIs | Express | OOP | PWAs | TypeScript
Testing: Cypress | Mocha | Chai | TDD
Tools & Workflow: Git | GitHub | Agile | Figma | Heroku | Adobe Creative Suite
Other: Empathy | Leadership | Relationship Building

PROJECTS
COMIC CACHE (Group Project) - GitHub Repository - Deployed Site
REACT | CSS | CYPRESS | PROGRESSIVE WEB APP

Comic Cache is a comic book viewing application. Weekly top 10 comics data is fetched from the New York
Times Bestseller API, to display the latest and most popular comics. Users can add a comic to a reading list, and
have the option to purchase a comic via an external link. As a group, we were tasked to learn a new technology.
This application utilizes Progressive Web App technology, where users can open the application on their phone
to have a similar experience to a Native app.

RANCID TOMATILLOS (Paired Project) - GitHub Repository - Deployed Site
REACT | CYPRESS | CSS

Rancid tomatillos is a movie rating application, where users can view a list of movies, search for a specific
movie, and view more details about a movie. It was intentionally designed to have a clean, simple look,
intended to be intuitive and comfortable to navigate, and fully accessible. Test Driven Development with the
use of Cypress, deployed using Heroku.

EXPERIENCE
Account Manager

Queen City Collective Coffee | Denver, CO | December 2019 - January 2021

Established and maintained relationships with existing and future wholesale accounts.
Excelled at exceptional customer service, quick responses, thoughtful troubleshooting, and honest and
clear communication.
Kept information well organized and tracked for greater results.
Handled email correspondence with accounts, assisted in quality control, equipment check-ins,
calibrations, and working in the field with baristas and cafe managers.

EDUCATION
Turing School of Software & Design
December 2019 - January 2021
ACCET accredited 7 month immersive Front-End Engineering program.

